NEW TIME-SAVING FEATURES!
IRIS: An Integrated Regulatory Inventory System that gives
you total casino floor management.

All over the world, regulators just like you save time and money every day with IRIS by
Kobetron®. It is the field-proven, essential tool for regulators from jurisdictions of all sizes.
Now, IRIS is better than ever, thanks to six new incredible features developed based on
direct feedback from IRIS users. These new features make IRIS even more responsive and
more complete than ever. That means there has never been a better time to bring IRIS
by Kobetron to your jurisdiction.

NEW FEATURES!
Change Requests and Projects
Quickly and easily schedule a wide range of changes to EMGs, whether the change is for a single game
or an entire bank. Configurations, removals, moves, paytable editing, denoms, and more – do it all with this
user-friendly feature. Easily manage settings to grant tool usage permissions and other settings.

Checklists
Convert paper into electronic Checklists, then use Checklist forms to ensure every step is followed and errors
are eliminated. Store Checklists for future use, and create and store an unlimited number of Checklists.

Component Bundles
Easily create groups of components to be installed on current and future EGMs. Install an entire group
of components into an EGM by selecting the single component bundle, saving time and money by
streamlining future installs. Create and save an unlimited number of Component Bundles for future use.

Progressives
Add, remove, and transfer progressives between EGMs fast with the Progressives tool. Set multiple
Progressive Tiers, Reset Values, and Incrementation Rates, right from the IRIS tool. Progressives also allow
user to set up their own type of progressives like WAPs, SAPs, or Locally Linked.

Shipping
Finally, shipping processes and procedures are standardized across OEMs and jurisdictions. The Shipping
feature even lets you track shipping from all carriers in one convenient place. Request EGM and
individual software components from manufacturers to be shipped to your location. Simply choose the ITL
from the database and click to submit for approval. Once approved, the request is automatically sent to
the manufacturer for fulfillment. The manufacturer then will review the request and fulfill the order with all
the appropriate tracking information, including where the shipment is being sent from and with what mail
carrier.

Vault
Automatically maintain an inventory of all components, both installed and removed. Once a component
is installed on an EGM, it will be marked as installed, so you can easily decipher how many components
you have. From software components installed on new EGMs, to components removed and placed back
into inventory, Vault automatically tracks it all. Vault also updates based on any new shipments that have
been processed from the manufacturer, helping you to maintain an accurate and up-to-date inventory for
your casino.

Bring IRIS to your jurisdiction today and start saving time and money.
Contact our IRIS representatives now at sales@kobetron.com.
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